Transcontinental Race #4 2016
29.07.2016, Geraardsbergen: After 9 months of intensive bike training I found myself at the startline
of the 4th edition of the Transcontinental Race (TCR), a unsupported race from Geraardsbergen
(Belgium) to Canakkale (Turkey), with 4 control points (which I’ll describe later). The entire route
between start and finish and the control points has to be planned by each participant themselves.
My route ought to have 4000 km length and about 42000 metres of climb. My plan was to finish
between 12 and 14 days. I had never done a long distance race before, only one-day Gran Fondos,
some 300+km training rides and an Everesting this year as preparation for the TCR. From my physical
condition I was sure I could ride 300km avg. per day, but you never know, what your body will tell
you after 5 days and more with such a long distance , when you have never ridden such a race
before!
I had followed Mike Hall’s “World Cycle Race” as a dot watcher in 2012, and since then the desire, to
ride a long distance race myself, grew constantly. After I had volunteered for the 2015 edition as a
dot watcher, I was sure I had to apply for the 2016 edition!
I had driven by car the evening before together with my girlfriend Elke 600 km from Munich to
Düsseldorf to spend the night there in the flat of Elke’s sister Silke. On the morning of the 29th we all
drove together the remaining 250 km to Geraardsbergen, where I had booked a hotel room, so that I
could have a bit of rest before the start at 10pm. The long journey before the start was not ideal, and
I would have liked to have been more rested before the start of the 2 week journey.
Only a few days previously, we had received our cap (start) numbers. Mine was 46! As a former
motorcycle racer, who still loves to watch MotoGP races on TV, the 46 was a big honour for me,
because this is the race number of the famous Valentino Rossi – so I immediately had to order a TShirt with '' VR46'', it arrived on the day of my departure !☺

Geraardsbergen, after TCR registration

TCR#4 participants waiting for registration

At the top of the Muur of Geraardsbergen a few hours before the Start

After race registration, we had a good lunch and then I rode to the Muur of Geraardsbergen and the
first 5km of my planned route. I wanted to avoid, that I would have to stop after the first few
hundred meters after the start, in the dark, inside the TCR peloton, to check on my route via my
Garmin Edge 1000 !
Back in the hotel I had a 1,5 hours nap (much too short), then it was time for dinner, where I
recharged myself with a big pizza for the night ahead.
Day 1, Geraardsbergen – Nevers (Belgium – France, countries #1&2)
Distance
[km]

Metres of
climb [m]

Moving time
[hh:mm]

Time on road
[hh:mm]

Break
[hh:mm]

Avg. speed
[km/h]

Normalized
power [W]

524

4009

19:50

24:34

04:44

26,4

172

All participants met at the Marketplace in Geraardsbergen, nervosity was noticeable. Prompt at
10pm the starting signal was given and we started one neutralized loop through the city before we
climbed the Muur of Geraardsbergen. Hundreds of visitors stood on the roadside with their torches,
which made the start very special. On the descent we submerged into the dark and after a few
hundred meters, the participants disappeared off in different directions.
I had chosen mainly small roads in Belgium and France, to avoid traffic and drunk drivers on the first
night. I even experienced some cobbled sections in Belgium and felt like being on the Tour of
Flanders. It was a strange feeling being on the route now, that I had planned virtually some months
ago. For the most part of this first night I felt very lonely,it was only when I crossed or followed
bigger roads for a few kilometers that I met some other TCR riders.
After about 150 km and 5,5 hours I felt hungry and stopped for 15min to have a snack. Charlotte, the
wife of my good friend Howard, had baked 2 power fruit cakes for my first weekend. Some sources
had indicated that it is not easy to find food at weekends in France, so I was very happy to carry the
1,5 kg of additional food with me during the first 2 flat days.
After another 25km I felt a bit tired and thought I’d better have a one hour nap on a park bench
rather than falling asleep on my bike on the first night! Shortly after I rode into the first sunrise of my
long journey. Around 7am I felt hungry again but then discovered, that French bakeries don’t open
before 8am! Thankfully I found an open tobacco shop though, where I could at least get some coffee

to go with my fruit cake! It was only on the way out of town that I found a bakery where I got 3
croissants for the next few kilometers.
I was flying with my aero wheels and passed some other riders. After 316 km my stomach signaled
again, that it was time for the next food supply. It was 11:30am and although I was in a bigger town,
Provins, I couldn’t find an open restaurant to get a proper lunch! So I sat again in front of a tobacco
shop with a coffee and Charlotte’s fruit cake … I had already started to dislike this country … I
planned to stop in the next bigger town to have a real lunch there!

“Lunch” in Provins after 316 km; Charlotte’s power fruit cake
I arrived in Sens at 2:30pm with 366 km in my pocket and had to accept again, that I was too late to
find an open restaurant! All the restaurants had closed their kitchens and nobody was willing to offer
me some food – WTF! But finally, on the way out of the town, I saw the sign to the McDonalds! I
have to admit that I was really happy to find this fast food restaurant, although I never visit them at
home! 2 double cheeseburger for immediate consumption and one for my back pocket, plus a coke
and water for my bottles was enough to recharge me for the next 5-6 hours.

Finally some energy after 366 km in Sens
Originally I had hoped to ride in one go to the first check point (CP) in Clermont-Ferrand. But due to
my time losses with food searches and longer rests than planned, I decided to look for a hotel in
Nevers at 10:30pm. The procedure after entering my room would be the same for the next 12 days
and was time-optimized from day to day: out of the clothes, wash them in the sink, get a shower,
put on my shorts and T-Shirt, go to eat, then sleep 4 to 4,5 hours.

Day 2, Nevers – Charolles (France)
Distance
[km]

Metres of
climb [m]

Moving time
[hh:mm]

Time on road
[hh:mm]

Break
[hh:mm]

Avg. speed
[km/h]

Normalized
power [W]

354

2372

13:01

16:33

03:32

27,2

166

I started at 4:45am with 3 slices of fruit cake in my stomach and a coffee that I could make in my
room! Anyway after almost 100 km and 3,5h I was happy to find an open coffee shop. Unfortunately
they only offered croissants, but together with coffee, coke and water I was prepared to ride the final
65km to CP1. I met more and more TCR riders and on the final kilometers some riders coming in the
opposite direction from CP1. I was flying again, as the route was pretty flat until CP1. I reached the
control point at 10:56am on P26 – not too bad taking into account that I had had a long and good
sleep in a hotel! I only stopped for 10 min to get my brevet card stamped and have another coffee
and coke, then I started the climb up to Col de Ceyssat, the first real climb of the race with 700
meters of climb. The road was wet and it was still drizzling on the top, but I had fortunately just
missed the big rain shower!
Back in the city I took my lunch in a restaurant next to the road that I had spotted on my way up. A
good steak and French fries together with 2 cokes, enough energy for the next 4 hours. I had chosen
a route with as little climbing as possible to get as much aero advantage back from my deep wheels
as possible. So I rode almost 70km back in the direction of Nevers before I headed in a
easterly direction towards Switzerland. I rode partially very small roads with very little traffic – but
also with only a few towns to refill my bottles. After 290 km I found a small restaurant that was open
even now at 5:30pm ! They only had some croissants left for eating, but at least I could get
something to drink and refill my bottles. So the stop was short, but I would need something more to
eat soon. 1,5 hours later in Digoin I finally found a restaurant to have a proper diner. I used the time
to google a hotel in the next 20-50 km and found one in Charolles, which I booked immediately.
9:15pm I arrived at the hotel and my daily procedure started immediately accompanied by 2 beers.
Shortly afterwards I was asleep – I had done 877 km and 6380 meters of climb in 2 days …

CP1: P26 after 1d 12h 56min

CP1: Mike and Anna very busy on their notebook

Col de Ceyssat

Lunch in Clermont-Ferrand

